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Check out Verge for
Super Bowl party tips

2nd half run gives
Eastern Kentucky victory
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STUDENT LIFE

LOCAL

Sex Offenders
must register
with UPD
UPD, SACIS,

students speak up
By Nike Ogunbodede

Associate News Editor

SETH SC HROEDER I DA ILY EASTERN NEWS

Anne Rozek, a junior geography major, hugs her frie nd Morgan Gardner, a sophomore zoology major. Supporters of Rozek from across campus,
along with a few local news organizations, turned out to watch her appearance as the first student from Eastern to compete on "Jeopardy!".

FINAL J·EOPARDY
Eastern colll)11tinity gathers to cheer on
junior Anne Rozek in 'Jeopardy!' debut
By Kathryn Richter

City Editor
More than a dozen students
crowded on the couches surrounding the television in Andrews Hall on Thursday to cheer
on Anne Rozek as she competed
on 'Jeopardy!'.
When Rozek, junior geography
major, appeared on the screen, the
viewers erupted into cheers.
The basement of Andrews Hall
was decorated in blue and white
streamers, with balloons and pictures of Rozek on the set of 'Jeopardy!'.
"It was awesome that everyone
got so excited and happy when I
got a question right," Rozek said.
Her friends watched the taping of 'Jeopardy!' and were impressed with her performance on
the show.
Megan McQueen, a sophomore sociology major and friend

of Rozek's, was one of the people
who threw the party for Rozek's
appearance on 'Jeopardy!'.
"Anne's a really good friend of
mine and we wanted to throw a
parry for her because it's exciting,"
McQueen said. "She did a great
job."
The 'Jeopardy!' questions
ranged from pop culture related
subjects like the alternative band
My Chemical Romance, Shake
Weights and "jeggings," to more
academic-based questions like
19th century writers and post-impressionism.
Rozek ended the show in third
place with a total of $11,500.
Dan Nadler, the vice president for student affairs, joined the
viewing parry for Rozek because
he said he wanted to show his
support and he was curious about
how she fared on the show.
"She did an incredible job,"
Nadler said. "It shows at East-
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To see the photo
gallery, go to
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ern Illinois University, students
can compete with anyone in the
country."
Rozek faced two other opponents, one from George Washington University, located in Washington, D.C. and one from University of Michigan.
Rozek said rhe co1;restanrs
would wait together in the green
room and be picked in tean'ls of
three to compete in the quarterfinals, with all flve games of the
quarterfinals being taped rhat day.
Rozek said she really enjoyed
the rime she spent with other contestants in the green room
while the show was 6lming.
"They are all super awesome
and nice," Rozek said.
Rozek said she remained

"It was
awesome that
everyone got
so excited and
happy when I
got a question
right."
Anne Rozek,
junior geography major

friends wirh the other contestants
and said they are all Facebook
friends, even talking to each other
about what Internet bloggers were
saying about them online.

JEOPARDY, page 5

Because of a new Illinois law, sex offenders that
are working or enrolled on a college campus now
have to register with the university's police department.
House Bill 295, which took effect on Jan. 1, is
an amendment to the prior~nacred Sex Offender
Registration Act that onJy had the offender register
with their local law enforcement in illinois.
It would later be up to the law enforcement to
provide the university with the gathered information.
The offender is to pay a $100 initial registration
fee, which can be waived by the police depamnent,
and then $100 annually for a required renewal fee.
Adam Due, chief of rhe University Police Department, said the offenders that need to register
with the department have already been notified.
"The offenders know when they are t:Xpected
to register and what changes in residence, employment, or attendance at college trigger the need to
update their registrations," Due said in an email.
No one is currenrly registered with the UPD.
"We had one that was expected to come in (because of) the registration change bur their required
registration period expired so they no longer have
to register," Due said.

REGISTER, page 5
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New SACIS
director
empowers
through
healing
By Samantha Bilharz
Managing Editor
After 33 years of dedicated work to the
Sexual Assault Counseling and Information
Service, Bonnie Buckley has retired and the
position as SACIS director has been given to a
familiar face in the SACIS community.
Erin Walters, the new SACIS director has
worked at SACIS for five years and has held
every position at the agency, but one.
"Little by little I just gradually worked my
way through all of the positions here at SACIS with the exception of the (legal) advocate and when you're doing all of these positions you're an advocate, doing advocacy all
the while," Walters said.
Walters grew up in Charleston and also
pursued her undergraduate and graduate degrees at Eastern.
She has a Bachelor's Degree in psychology
and a Masters Degree in clinical counseling
from Eastern.

SACIS, page 5
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Reigning Super Bowl
MVP Aaron Rodgers reminded the world that ten
years ago Wednesday he was signing a lerrer of
intent to play football at Butte Community College in C hico, Calif.
ln this post-National Signing Day post, Alex
McNamee looks at which elite college programs
passed up Rodgers.
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Members of Axiom Brass, Colin Old berg (left), Matthew Oliphant (mid~le) and Kevin Harrison (right), perform "Mini Overture" by Witold Lutostawski during thier show New Standards In the Doudna Fine Arts Center's Recital Hall Thursday.

Music surrounds audience
at Axiom Brass concert
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A musical quintet spread out ro
give the impression of surround
sound during its concert Thursday.
The Axiom Brass Quintet spread
out in the Recital Hall of the
Doudna Fine Arrs Center Thursday during rheir piece "Canzona
per sonare n.3" by Giovanni Gabrieli.
Kayleigh Nuernberger, a sophomore music major, said she found
the surround sound effect interesting.
"That was preny cool because
nor a lor of people do stuff like
that," Nuernberger said. "Usually
during a performance they stay on
the stage and don't go out and stuff
like that."
Axiom Brass is made up of
members Dorival Puccini, trumpet;
Colin Oldberg, trumpet; Matt Oliphant, hom; Brett Johnson, trombone; and Kevin Harrison, tuba.
Harrison said they hope the audience liked their performance.
"We are just looking forward
to sharing music, we are very passionate about what we do," Harri-

son said.
Harrison said Axiom Brass likes
performing in front of many differ-

ent people.
"We present concerts to all kinds
o(audiences, all ages, all around
rhe country and the world," Har- ·
rison said. ".E;very venue we go to is
different, the attitude of the crowd
is different, and rhe response is different and we just love presenting
our concerts and sharing our music."
During the concen Axiom Brass
also played compositions such as
"Mini Overture" by Wirold Lurostawski, "Contrapunctus VII"
by J.S. Bach, "Brass Quintet No.
3. Op. 7" by Victor Ewald, and
"Three Tangos" by Astor Piaz:rolla.
Maura Shepherd, a sophomore
music major, said she liked the performance.
"I loved the "Three Tangos,"
Shepherd said. "It was my favorite piece."
Harrison said Axiom Brass gave
two classes while at Eastern on
Thursday.
Harrison said the quinter gave a
music business class and a class on
chamber music.
Harrison said Axiom Brass tries
to teach students about things outside of playing instruments and
reaching others to play an instrument.
"Most music programs don't in-

elude any sort of music business
class," Harrison said. "We don't always learn how to sell ourselves, organize from a business stand point,
our careers.
He said they were never taught
anything about music business.
''Many of us have learned on the
road and on the fly how to do all
these business things," Harrison
said. "We are just sharing our experiences with students, helping them
get a start on their own careers."
He said they also showed srudents new techniques.
"We work with university students who are in brass quintets,"
Harrison said. "We are performing
for them and giving them tips on
how ro perform a little better with
their instruments and to play better
as an ensemble and how to create
great music using some of the techniques we use on a reguJar bases."
Ashley ViUalobos, a senior music major, said she was in a quintet that attended the second master class.
"I thoroughly enjoyed it," Villalobos said. "They had a lor of educational tips on performing wdl."
Harrison said he hopes students
learned something from the classes.
"With any of our classes we

hope students have a better understanding and appreciation for the
music they do every day," Harrison said.
Harrison said they do not perform just tO perform, they are
showing their creativity.
"We're in music because we love
music, we are passionate about it
and we always want to get better at
it, whether it is through reaching or
performing," Harrison said. "We're
creating."
Nuernberger said she likes having brass quintets come to perform
at Eastern.
"Last year we had a brass quintet come here and it's real nice to
have someone come here to support music and schools the way
they do," Nuernberger said.
Harrison said performing is
something chat Axiom Brass enjoys.
"It's wonderful sharing our music in new venues and experiencing the unique sounds and gerring
different responses,'' Harrison said.
"We have music rhat is very diverse
and connects with a lot of different
people in many different ways."
Samantha McDaniel can be
reached at 581 -2812
or slmcdaniel@eiu.edll.
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APPORTIONMENT BOARD

Student asks RHA to support cause AB freezes $33,273
By Samantha Bilharz
Managing Editor
The Residence Hall Association
kicked off its meeting with a guest
speaker who had a specific cause and
goal in mind.
On Thursday Taylor Bainter, a junior fine artS major, srood up in from of
RHA members to ask srudems to sponsor her cause.
. "In the past couple of years my family has had a couple brushes wirh cancer. My grandmother was just diagnosed this past December with breast
cancer and my aunt has been fight-·
ing colon cancer for the past two years.
thankfully they are both OK," Bainter
said.
Because of this experience, Bainter wanted to help other people who are
going through the same situation as her.
"This made me think of what I can
do to help when ir comes ro those families who haven't been so lucky when it
comes to fighting cancer," Bainter said.
Bainter signed up to be a shavee for
the St. Baldrick's Foundarion. A shavee is someone that shaves their head in
honor of people who have cancer.
Sr. Baldrick's Foundadon is a nonprofit foundation that is trying to find a
cure for children who have cancer.
Bainter asked students ar the RHA
meeting for money to be a shavee when
the foimdation comes to her hometown
of Bolingbrook on March 24.
"I can honor kids that live around
my area and I'm honoring six kids who
are currently fighting cancer and a few
of them are in remission. So what I'm
asking you today is if any of you can
sponsor me in any way, any amount
hdps," Bainter said.
She has currently raised $164.80 on
her own.
Other topics discussed were the Dis-

sisrs of give-a-ways, decorations and
food supplies for events.
The Student Senate cut $3,273
from executive tuition waivers, marketing and student relation forums.
The decision to freeze funds will
be
presenced to the Student Senate
By Rachel Rodgers
on Wednesday, and then it will go to
Administration Editor
Daniel Nadler, rhe vice president for
---··
The Apportionment Board unan- srudent alf.Urs, for approval.
The next Apportionment Board
imously approved a funding freeze
Thursday for a combined amount of meeting will be every Thursday begin$33,273 because of over-allocation ning March 1 to dra& the new budget
and low enrollment.
for next year, Lane said.
Mary Lane, the student vice presiAn integral parr of the budget makdent for business affairs and a junior ing process will be tO esrimate how
family and consumer sciences major, many students will be on campus in
said if they had not frozen the funds. the fall, Lane said. .
"The administrators in Old Main
they would have been in trouble.
"Technically, rhe money we froze wiJI look at how many students were
doesn't exist," Lane said. "There was on campus this year and last year,
over-allocation from last year because along with how many srudenrs are
we did not anticipate the drop in en- looking to go to college," Lane said.
rollment so we had the boards with- "When you get down to it, it is all a
hold 6 percent of their budgets."
guessing game."
The University Board, rhe Student
Lane said she expects additional
Recrearion Center and rhe Student cuts to next year's budget.
Senate receive funds from student fees
"We didn't need to make any cuts
and each withheld about 6 percent of for the past two years, but everything
changes once you look ar enrollment
its budgets last semester.
Even though the funds were wirh- and the economy," Lane said. "Howevhdd, they had to be frozen ro guaran- er, I am confident that the boards will
tee that they would not be spent, Lane work with the budgets they have and
said.
still provide campus services."
The Apportionment Board unaniMegan McQueen, a sophomore somously approved the freezes separately. ciology major, joined the ApportionThe Student Recreation Center cur ment Board on Thursday.
$15,000 from its budget, and the Uni
"I think it is important to be aware
versiry Board also cur $15,000 from its about what is going on on-campus
budget.
and to know what is happening with
The student recreation cemer made the money that students pay to come
the cuts from supplies and equipmem. here," McQueen said.
The University Board made cuts from
salaries, professional services travelRachel Rodgers can
be reached at 581-2812
ing expenses, printing. and conrracrual
or rjrodgers@eiu.edu.
services and commodities, which con-

Student Rec
cuts $15,000
from budget

Taylor Bainter, a junior fine arts major, petitions members of the Residence Hall Association to donate money so she can participate in a St.
Bald rick's fundraiser in her hometown.
ney theme for "Kids and Friends Weekend." Each residence hall will be decorated ro go along with this theme. "Kids
and Friends Weekend~ will take place on
Feb. 24 and Feb. 25.
ROC Fest theme ideas were also discussed, but will be discussed more in de-

rail at the nat RHA meeting.
Jake Neese, the RHA president, de-

scribed the mcxting as "short and sweet."
Samantha Bilharz can
bl' rl'ached at 581·2812
or sfbilharz(aeiu.edu.

SUPER BOWL

Students share personal plans for Super Bowl Sunday
By Kathryn Richter

City Editor
Eastern students comment on their
plans for the face off between the
New York Giants and rhe New England Patriots this Sunday.
Rebecca Rosignolo, a freshman
communication studies major, said as
a child her family would get rogerher
for the Super Bowl.
"We used to always have pizza and
watch TV," Rosignolo said.
Rosignolo said it became harder to be with her family on Super
Bowl Sunday with complications with

DEN Advertising

581.2816

school and work.
Like Rosignolo, Makenzie Mazibrook, a freshman elementary education major, said her family also throws
a Super Bowl celebration parry.
Mazibrook said she feels like her
mom because she will be cooking
food for frien~ for the game.
Mazibrook said she watches the
game for the football but she has no
ream that she will be rooting for this
year.
Karie Eckberg, a special educarion
major, said her family tradition also
involves hosting a Super Bowl party.
"Our whole family comes over and

it's a big ger together," Eckberg said.
"Taco dip is always involved."
Eckberg said she will be watching
the game wirh friends this year and
rooting for the New York Giants even
though she is a Chicago Bears fan.
Eckberg said she will be rooting for
the New York Giants because she does
not want the New England Patriots ro
win.
Jennifer Vogr, a sophomore special
education major, will also be watching
the game with friends this year.
Vogr said she had just recently starred gening into football at the
srarr of this season, seeing as how her

older siblings are funatic foorball play,
ers.
Vogr said she picked the New York
Giants to root for at the beginning of
rhe season because she was a fan of
the New York Giant's quarterback, Eli
Manning.
Vogt said she had always been to a
party on Super Bowl Sunday and will
be watching the game this year with
friends.
Maurice Green a sophomore accounting major, will also be going to
a friend's Super Bowl parry, but he
will be traveling ro his hometown of
Downers Grove.

Green, like Eckberg. said the game
only has significance ro him if the
Chicago Bears are playing.
While many students had Super Bowl rradirions of family parties,
Ethan States, a senior mathematics
major, said S\lper Bowl Sunday was
like every other Sunday at his house.
States said, however, he might
warch chc game at a small Super Bowl
parry.
"Otherwise, I'd probably be doing
homework," States said.
Kathryn Richter can be reached
at 581·2812 or kjricher@eiu.edu.
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moo theme of the 2012 presidential election
will be over President Obama's inAuence on
our recovery from the economic recession. ·rhe
current popular form chat conservatives like ro
use is chat Obama continues to pass off blame
for the economy onto his predecessor, President
Bush, and seemingly take no responsibility for
the fact chat we still have nor begun to recover
our pre-recession economic status.
This argument has been both lampooned
and bashed for its ostensible, willful ignoranee of anything President Bush may have
done wrong. One recent example was a picture
a Facebook friend of mine shared recendy out
of amusement that said blaming Obama over
Bush for the economy was equivalent to "trashing your apartment and then yelling at your
roommate when he comes in and tries to dean
the mess."
Joke taken, but 1 think what has been lost in
the whirl of our short-term-memory political
discourse is the long-term effects presidential
policy have beyond their relatively short fourto eight-year terms.
I am willing to admit that Bush made a huge
mistake by driving up federal spending and not
doing much ro stem the rise of the national
debt. While some of the specifics of Bush's role
in creating the recession are debatable, ic is generally easy to tell that a focus on national defense--our military operations in Iraq and Afghanistan-took time (and money) away from

.
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How (not) to C?~~~.~ ~~~,:! start rece~~ion:.~~~=2~~d~g.!~h'"

ProfeSSOr S
To: professorx@eiu.edu
From: luvdalady.z@hotma.il.com
Subject: WhatS the deal?
H~ I n«d the hwfor wedncday. im in your mglish class, but I misstd it ct4Z, I had a crazy wetltmd
lotjlt ,). didyou guys do anything? An!' then!' IW~ I
can gtt thtm? I can't fail this class. My bad. Latn; Dj
Pity the poor professors. They get a lor of these
emails. Email is here to stay and, for the most part,
that is a good ching. But with these new powers come new responsibUiries. We talked to some
professors and read their blog posu on the topic.
One of the best of those is fiom English professor
Michael Leddy, who wrote about this on his blog
mleddy.blogspoc.com.
Bad student emails tend to fail in at lease one of
three capacities: information, literacy and rone.
In.fomuu:Um: This is probably the most common flaw in student emails. The student wantS
information, but doesn't provide any. Professors
have lots of studentS in lotS of classes. Don't c:xpc:ct
them to remember your nickname or what class
you are in. It might be your only English class, but
as Leddy points out, an English professor reaches nothing but English classes. Put your name and
course number in the email, preferably in the subject line.
Use your university emaU, not your personal account. It is more professional and will get
through span1 filters. Know what you are asking
for, and be clear and concise. Don'r ac;k for notes if
you missed class, get them from a classmate. You
should check the syllabus to get an idea of what
you missed, bur there's nothing wrong with asking
ifanything else was covered or assigned.
Liurtu:y. It's one thing to show the world you
can'r bother to correctly capicalize, puncruatc: or
spell over Faccbook. It's another rhing to show
your professor you lack basic writing skills. Don't
abbreviate. Use spc:ll-:eheck and proo&ead your
email before p~ing "send." We suggcsr reading
the email aloud
T<me: Some of this is common sense. Don't
be rude, crude or presumpruous. Politdy ask for
what you want, don't demand it. Don't ask ifyou
missed anything, ask what you mk'ied. Your reacher knows you want a good grade, mentioning it
undermines the purpose of the class (i.e. to learn
stuff). Be professional. Ditch the "lois" and emoricons--textese isn't considered a formal language in
the academic world
Greeting; and salutations are a bit trickier. We
think "Hey" is rude and "J)ear" is weird. 1here is
debate over the preferable honorific. Mr., Mrs. and
Ms. should be avoided. Dr. i.~n't perfect-some
like it, some don't, some don't have a doaorare.
That said, some professors are horrified i.f you don't
acknowledge their doctorate immediately. The safest bet is : ~Hdlo/Hi professor X."
Likewise, salutations should be considerate.
~Sinc.crdy," ~Best wishes," and "Wannest regards,"
are all a bit too much. We rhink ... lhanbl Iltank
you" is almost always appmpri:ue. Whar~r you
choose. put your full name on the bottom, including your course number if you didn't mention it

earlier.
Email can be a blessing for srudenr.s and professors. But some thing-; ~hould he ralked about in
person, so don't hesitate to visit your professor during office hours. Professors aren't off the hook.
though. We'll addre;s their mistakes on Monday..
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Charleston staples falling victim to bad economy
In nearly three years as an Eastern student, I
have seen Charle:.ton's staple rel>taurants simply
vanish into thin air. I simplified thh into a crc:nd
of r~taurants and bars that have opened and
dosed at the snap of someone·~ finger~.
I think the economy is partly responsible for
lowering demand for such places, and because
of srudentS nor really being interested in nc:w
plac~ popping up out of nowhere.
It is a given trend of popular thought that
college students are poor and go out to eat bs
chan they normally would. Tht~ may be so; I
have observed students sticking to either the
University Union or the dining centers for rheir
meals in order to save money.
From a self-observation standpoint, I s.1w
myself going out to eat more, bur now I am getring used to the dining halls again.
Now, I'm nor against a town opening up a
new restaurant to distinguish itself from other
surrounding towns, bur from what I have seen,
wlless you're a chain or a town staple. a rcsuuranr or bar has little chance to survive:. and here
is why I think so:

Editor in Chief
News Editor
Shelley Holmgre n Elizabeth Edwards

knowledge of where: to go out to e.'lt, at leasr
on the weekends. As I became familiar with the
Cbarl~ron serring, I picked up knowledge of
where to go.
In the nearly three year; I have been a student

Opinions Editor
Dave Balson

The daUy edit orial Is the majority opinion
of the editorial board of The Dally Eastern
News.

Grtg Samtr is a smior communications ttudits
major. Hnan bt rtachtd at 581-7942
or DENopinions@gmail.com.
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Town staples feel familiar to people
When I first came to Eastern, I had minimal

Online Editor
Doug T. Graham

other important domestic fiscal issues.
These policy decisions played their respecrive roles in the economic situation that played
our very late in Bush's second term, leaving the
longer lasring effects to become obvious after
Obama had taken office. The question then becomes, what has President Obama done in relation to federal policy co help the economy get
turned around?
Encer rhe bailouts, stimulus packages, health
care reform, banking reform, and arguments
for increasing taxes on the rich and companies
that outsource jobs. Oh yeah, and increased
government spending, and quite a bit of it involving the big-name efforts previously mentioned.
About a year ago. an article in Tht Wftkly Standard by Jeffrey H. Anderson detailed
Obama's record in regards to the federal budget
and deficic. After differentiating berween what
could be credited as money Bush spent versus
what Obama spent, Anderson calculated that
Obama was responsible for $4.4 trillion in ac-

FROM THE EASEL

EDITORIAL BOARD

Managing Editor Associate News Editor
Samantha Bi lharz N lk e Ogunbodede

Greg Sainer

years in office.
Citing the White House Office of Management and Budget, Obama's deficit spending is
37 percent higher chan President Bush's record
of $3.2 crillion in deficic spending over eight
years in office, leaving Obama's average annual deficit spending with a 9.7 percent share of
our gross domestic product. To pur this in perspecrive, this is higher than the federal deficit's
share of our economic output during World
War II or the respective terms of President Reagan, George H.W Bush, or George W. Bush.
So, what do all these numbers mean in regards ro long-rerm economic effects? Well, for
one, ou r national debt is gening massively out
of hand, even more so than it has in the past,
creating a siruation that affects this current
generation and those that follow.
Moreover, a federal deficit prevents us &om
even paying the off the incerest on our national
debt, perpetuating the issue of how ro balance
che budget, thereby raising the specter of taxes
and spending cuts no one wants co make.
Speaking as lucidly as possible, Obama's
long-term effect on the economy will probably
be more profound than any of his predecessors,
and more damaging to all of us in the long run.
Gulp.

Jose Gon zalez
here. I have seen places like Boxa cfuappcar inro
rhin air, and I wondered rwo things. l-int, why
did I nc:vc:r eat there ~hen it was in town, Cl>peciallr hearing how good it was? Second. why c.lid
ir close, despite ir being a good restaurant?
Hearing these stories &om my cousin, a former Eastern student, I would think a place
like: Boxa would still be around today, especially with it becoming a part of the town's personality.
.
Another place-although 1 thought was just
a chain restaurant at first, it actually started in
Charbcon-is Jimmy John's.
Since 1983. Jimmy John's has proudly ~ervcJ
rhc F.asrern community its fin~t sandwiches, and has grown &om a simple sandwich shop
inro a chain conglomerate. while still holding
on to its university roots (which is why I do nor
consider Jimmy John's co be a chain conglomerate, chough technically it is).
I wonder ac rimes why some plac~. like

Letters to the editor can be submtned at any ttme on any topic to the Opinions
Editor to be published in The Daily Eastern News.
The DEN's policy is to run allleners that are not libelous or potentially harmful.
They must be less than 250 words.

Boxa, are considered semt-scaples, and yec still
get shut down. To me, it doo not seem f.Ur. especially because I never gave myself the chance
to eat there.
Could it be that the downed economy is forcing the rent on rhe buildings co go up, rhus
forcing re:.taurant and bar owners ro mass-produce ro pay such high rcnrs. among ocher fees?
Is it the simple, yet opinionated reality that
new restaurants going up against town staples
have licrle or no chance ofsurvival, ~pecially when students may not always have the money to go our?
Chain restaurant supremacy
I have nc:ver considered the ratio of chain re:.tauranrs ro rown rescauranrs, bur maybe it is
time I chink about it.
'Io me, and maybe most students, fast food
is good food. While not always che case, it is in
my mind a good argument because when we're
hungry we can become imparient and not want
to wait 10 or 15 minutes, plus delivery time,
ro ger a piml rhat at times does not caste like it
com $5,$10, or $15.
In my mind, and the minds of many people,
you get what you pay for. If you want a $15 pizza, it should at least taste like a $15 pizza.

]ost Gottzakz is a smior jOumalism major.
H~ can b~ rtachtd at 581-7942
or DENopinions@gmdilcom.

Leners to the editor can be brought In with identification to The DEN at 1811
Buzzard Hall
leners may also be submined electronically from the author's EIU e-mail address
to DENoplnlons~mail.com
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REGISTER, from page 1
Because registrations are recorded in
a database the State would already be
aware of the late registration, he said.
"(The) VPD would attempt to get
them registered and forward the information regarding the f.Ulurc of rhe offender to register as required." Due said.
Depending on the level of severity,
Due said some offenders are required to
register for the rest of their lives.
Taylor Gutierrez, a freshman communication disorders and sciences major, said it never crossed her mind that
people in her classes could be sex offenders.
"I think they should have to register so people can know where they are,"
Gutierrez said. "It's a good idea."
Gutierrez. said she thinks the regisaation is a great first step, bur another step
to preventing sexual assault is for people
to be aware of their surroundings.
"I make sure I'm not on my iPod,
and 1 try co be more aware of my surroundin~," Gutierrez said.
It is about being practical, she said.
Erin Walters, the executive director
of the Sexual Assault Counseling and
Informative Services, is in favor of the
newly enacted law.
There can never be enough avenues
to track or keep track of offenders living on or around campus, Walters said.
"In many ways, the university is
somewhat separate from the general
registration process," she said. "I think
this is a really great way to streamline all
of the registry information."
Jill Radecki, a sophomore sociology
major, said she thinks the registry is a
good idea so students wilJ be aware of
potential dangers on campus.
Radecki said she sees having to register with the police department as more
than just a safety precaution.
"It's a part of the punishment because it's Like they are going to have to
live with whar they did and other people will know," she said.

TARBLE ARTS CENTER

History of Sex Offender Registration
• 1947- California became the first
state to have a sex offender regis-.
tration program.
• 1981 - 9-year-old Adam Walsh's
murder spurs his father, John to
later host "America's Most Wanted;
a TV show geared toward apprehending fugitives.
• 1994- The Jacob Wetterling Act
mandates that all states require sex
offenders to register on an official
registry.
• 1996- Megan's Law requires the
federal government to have states
pass legislation mandating public

notification of personal information for certain sel< offenders.
• July 26, 2006- The Adam Walsh
Child Protection and Safety Act
replaces the Wetterhng Act, and
divides sex offenders into three
-tiers" of offenders.
• Jan. 27, 2011- Sexual Offender
Registration Act filed by Rep. Anthony Deluca.
• July 21, 2011 - Sexual Offender
Registration Act signed by Gov. Pat
Quinn.
• Jan. 1, .2012- Law went into effect.

Chloe Lampo, a sophomore business major, said she is appreciates Illinois implementing this new law.
Lampo also said she is not in agreement with the laws definition of a sex
offender.
"If they're a violent sex offender, then
that's good-but depending on the situation I could go either way," Lampo
said.
While looking on the UPD's website
for parking passes, Lampo said she ended up finding a website, searching for
sex offenders in Charleston.
"I was surprised by how many people offenders there were in the area,"
she said.
According to familywatchdog.us,
there are 16 sex offenders in Charleston, but the lliinois State Police's website depiets the presence of 35 known
offenders.
Forty-six percent of rapists who were
released from prison were re-arrested
within 3 years of their release for another crime, according to the Rape, Abw;e
and Incest National Network.
Walters agrees with RAINN's reports.

"I think if someone has been convicted of sexually abusing or sexually
assaulting someone in the past than
the likelihood of re-offending is very
high," Walters said.
Lampo said she has a friend who
has to register as a sex offender even
though she does not consider him a
"predator."
Due said the VPD has three-tiered
approach to crime: prevention, enforcement and education.
The UPD has the Rape Aggression Defense system on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays, a women's only,
appointed necessary self-defense program where students will be taught raetics and techniques to defend themselves.
"We realized that each woman must
decide ifshe will fight back but we can
at least teach them how to do so,.. Due
said. "The program also covers safety
information, how to avoid bad situations, and some legal aspects of self-defense."
Nike. Ogrmbodede can be
reached ar 581·2812
or ovogunbode(le<!ieiu.edu.

SACIS, from page 1
"I'm from the area so I'm invested
in this community on a deep level. I
have kids chat attend schools in our district and I want to see continual change
toward putting an end to sexual violence," Walrers said.
On Jan. l, Walters started her first
day as the SACIS director and described her job as challenging, but exciting at the same time.
"It's a little bit exciting and a little bit
anxiety provoking because there is a lot
to it, but I really enjoy working for the
agency," Walters said. "I fed very passionate about SACIS and the SACIS
mission so I feel chalJenged in a very
goodway."
Currently Buckley is hdping Wallets
through the transition period ofbeing
the new SACIS director.
Walters said Buckley is guiding her
through the new procedures and some
of the financial aspects of the job.
"At some point in time I will be able
to kind of make some things a little
bit my own, but she has a realJy good
foundation for everything so that's

5

made an easy transition," Walters said.
Walter's new job position requires
gram writing. networking. office management and financial and budget responsibilities.
"There is the key aspect that is scill
working with clients. I still do advocacy. 1 still might work with clients on
one basis or another and that's really
important to me and that's something I
enjoy continuing on," Walters saiJ.
SACIS was founded in 1977 and
provides free, confidential serviCC$ that
are available to anyone no matter when
the time Limit of the violence occurred.
SACIS provides services for children all the way up to senior citizens.
·n1ey cover a wide service area, which
includes: Coles, Cumberland and parts
of Clark County.
. "'The SACIS mission is realJy to do
our best to put an end to sexual violence through advocacy, prevention
and education," she said.
Walters said she wants to make sure
that people in the community have a
place to go for these types of services.

SHEA LAZANSKY
THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Erin Walter.s, the SACIS director,
works in the basement of Lawson
Hall. Walters took over from Bonnie
Buckley, the former director of
SACIS, on Jan. 1.
"We just want to be the people that
they can talk to. We want to be there to
empower them throughout the pr~
of healing." Walters said.
Samanrlra Bilhan can be
readred at ,';81 ·2812
or slbilhar~'i} eiu.edu.
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Submit your creative prose,
poetry and plays to
The Vehicle all year round!
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1
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i
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i
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Stephen Canfield, left, foreign languages department chair, reads aT-shirt
modelled by Mike Schuetz, a Tarble Arts Center employee, before a crowd
of onlookers at the Detournement Film Night in Tarble Thursday night.
The shirt, created by Kevin Green, a graduate student in history, reads:
"Sure, I would like to discuss feminist art with you. Unfortunatly, you're a
minor character and no one would care." Green's work was selected by the
event's organizers as the best example of detournement art.

Films presented
at Tarble Arts
By Ashleigh Owens
Staff Reporter
A showcase of several films was
presented to the public at the Tarble Arts Center Thursday for the
Detournement Film Night.
The showing included: "La societe du spectacle" ( 1973) by Guy
Debord, "Wizard People, Dear
Reader" (2004) by Brad Neely, Exit
rhrough the Gift Shop" (2010) by
Paranoid Pictures, and "The Saranay Motel" (2005) a trailer by Elliott Earls.
Robert Petersen, a professor of
an history, presented each film.
The instructor has done much research on detournement as an art
form.
Detournement involves the capturing of various images and clips,
turning them around as a new presentation.
Petersen co-curared the film exhibition along with Stephen EskiJson, who is also an art history professor at Easlern.
"These films represem a very influential idea in mass media and
popular culture today," Peterson
said.
Petersen explained that while
starting as political art movement, many anists use these films
as means to alter mass media creations.

According to Eskilson, the chosen films are important because
they give understanding to the goal
of Detournement.
"Exit through the Gift Shop" is
the best known of the films presented. The film is a documentary
about the notorious London graffiti
artist known as Banksy. Along with
positive reviews, rhis film has been
nominated for many awards.
Eskilson also explained the film
would be the main feature and
would be entertaining to students.
During the showing the crowd
laughed and seemed ro find "Wizard People, Dear Read' the most
entertaining of the films.
The film showed clips of "Harry
Potter and the Sorcerers' Stone" as
the audio was cut and taken over by
sarcastic and humorous narration.
Sherece Srreet, senior family and
consumer sciences major, said that
Detournement Film Night was well
set up. Although she anended for a
course, she was very happy to have
attended.
"I liked the 'Wizard People, Dear
Reader' because it was hilarious ,"
Street said. "'Exit through the Gifr
Shop' was very interesring as well,"
Ashleigh Owens can
be reached at 581 ·2812
or aeowens@eiu.edu.

JEOPARDY, from page 1
Rozek said the people of Jeopardy! paid for her Aighr, hotel room that
slept up to four people, and a stipend of
$670. Rozek said the majority of her
stipend went to cab fare after being in
Los Angeles for three days, 6lming two
of those days.

Toward rhe end of the program,
Rozek waved and mouthed "Hi mom!"
to the can1era, since her mom did not
come with her to 6lm the show.
Kathryn Richter can
be reached at 581·2812
or kjrichtenii"eiu.edu
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.A For rent

For rent
MATTOON-HOUSE FOR SALE ON QUI·

VERY NICE 7 BEDROOM 2 BATH HUSE

2 bedroom, 2 bath apt. 111 Grant.

NOW AVAILABLE! 1 BR APTS 3 BLOCKS

2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES AVAIL-

APARTMENTS FOR RENT. SUMMER &

ETCUL-DE-SAC. 3 BEDROOM, 1 BATH,

IN THE HEART OF CAMPUS. AMENffiES

Washer/Dryer, dishwasher, Wireless In-

FROM CAMPUS BUCHANAN STREET

ABLE FOR FALL2012 AT SOUTH CAM-

FAL1.2012. 1 &2 BEDROOM. CLOSE TO

FORMAL DINING ROOM, FAMILY

INCLUDE FRONT LOADING WASHER

ternet. New remodel. No pets. 345-

APTS 345-1266

ROOM, FENCED IN YARD, APPLIANCES,

AND DRYER, MARBLE SHOWER, LARGE

7286

OAK KITCHEN, UTILITY BUILDING·

BEDROOMS AND HUGE BACKYARD.

MUST SEE. 217-258-6750
___________________ 2n

__________________vn

PUS SUITES!! FREE TANNING, FITNESS

CAMPUS. $275-$375. CALl. 34S-94n

AND LAUNDRY! FULLY FURNISHED

FALL '12·'13: 1,2, & 3 BR APTS. BU-

WITH WATER AND TRASH INCLUDED!

------------V29
BRI1TANYRIDGETOWNHOUSESfor3·S

VIEW PICTURES AT MYEIUHOME.COM

-----------2/15
NEW ON THE MARKET· 4 bedroom, 2

CHANAN STREET APTS. CHECK US OUT

AWESOME NEW LOCATION, CLOSE TO

persons, unbeatable floor plan, 3 & 4

OR CALl. US AT 217-493-7559.

bath home. Central air, w/d, dlshwash-

AT BUCHANANST.COM OR CALL 345-

CAMPUS WITH RENTAL RATES YOU

bedroom, 2 1/2 baths, ded<, central air,

er, free stan.dlng freezer, close to the

1266.
___________ 2122

CAN AFFORD! CALL TODAY FOR YOUR

washer, dryer, dishwasher. Free trash

SHOWING 345·S022.

and parking, low utility bills, local re-

Available Jan 1st 1 BR apts. Water &

WWW.UNIQUE-PROPERTIES.NET

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ V9

Q Help wanted

CIUStudentRentals.com or 217-345-

athletic complex. Locally owned &

9595

managed. No Pets. 345-7286

______V9

2115

Trash Included, off street parking,

2129

Positions for Pizza maker wanted part

4 bdrm house, close 2 EIU. Uvlng room,

Fall2012 -!Bedroom apartments close

$41 0/mo. BuchananSt.com or call 345-

5-6 bedroom house. 1906 S. 11th.

time. Apply In person after 4 p.m. Wed.

dinong room, laundry, kitchen, double

to EIU. Price range $325 to S2S for sin

1266.

Basements. WID DIW Includes studio

thru Sun. Pagllal's Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,

lot. Owners both EIU Alum. 1012 2nd

gles. Includes Wireless Internet, trash

Charleston.

St. $330/mo. Rich 273-7270, not a big

pickup & parking. No Pets. locally

--------------------V6

landlord, responsive to tenants. Fire
pit, fenced yard, pet negotiable.
________________2110

Entrepreneurs!! Earn S3DO-S 1200/week
part-time. Se~lour own hours. No exp.

2/22

sponsive landlord. Starting @ $200/
person. Available July 2012. Lease
length negotiable. 217-246-3083
___________________ 3/2
1 112 BLOCKS NORTH OF OLD MAIN

S bed/3 bath house near The Paw.

cottage. $300 each. 549·3273.
____________ 2/29

ON 6th Street 3 bedroom house avail-

owned & managed 345-7286 Check

W/D, D/W, fire pit, porch. 10 month

4·5 bedroom, 2 bath, w/d, d/w, patio,

able August 2012. 217-348-8249

our website.

lease. Rent negotiable. 348-7872 or
232· 2666 after 4pm.
____________________ 2123

1836 11th $300 each 549 3273
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2129

www.ppwrentals.com
_____________:______ 3/9

5·6 bedroom 2 bath house, 1521 S.

NEW 1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS!!

2nd, w/d, ale, $300 each 549·3273
____________ 2129

Avaolable August 2012. 3 blocks from
campus on Garfield Avenue. 217-3488249 www.ppwrentals.com

s.

needed. Will ~in. Call217-253-8922

Great location. Rent starting at $300/

www.jwllllamsrentals.com
_____________ 2/15

------~r----------V9

month. Find your 1,2,3.4 bedroom

EXTRA NICE· 2 BEDROOM APTS.- close

3 bed/ 2 bath duplexes near campus

house or apartment at 217-345-6000
___________________ 2110

to EIU $250.500 per month per person

on 12th. $250/300 per month per per-

for 2. Most include wireless internet,

son. 10 month lease. Some utilities in-

Available Now. Quiet location. 605 W

Club Neoga,IL Traonong proVIded lots

Large 4 bedroom, 2 1/2 bath town-

trash pickup and parking. All electric

eluded. 348-7872 or 232-2666 after

Grant.. 2 BR, stove, frig, dishwasher,

s. theschoolhousegc.com 217-273-

house. Next to campus. W/D, D/W,

and air conditioned. locally Owned

4pm.

W/0 hookup. trash pd. 217·348·7746.

WWW.PPWRENTALS.COMOR217-348-

central air. 345-6967
____________________2110

and Managed. No Pets. 345-7286
www.jwilliamsrent.als.com

ONLY $285/MO /person-NEW CARPET,

www.charlestoniLAPTS.com.
__________________ V29

8249
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3/9

Large 7 bedroom house, 2 1/2 bath.

-----------V1S
3 bedroom 2 bath, NEW with W/D,

GREAT LOCATION NEAR LANTZ,

1837 11th St. 4·5 bedroom house for

GREAT LOCATIONS- 1 and 3 bedroom

GRASSY YARD. OFF·ST. PARK. 3

Fall2012, walking distance from cam-

apartments available August 2012.

dishwasher, very close, must see 217·

BDRMS., KlT.,LR. 549-2528.
____________________ 2/24

pus, 3 bath, large kitchen, 2 sitting

217-348·8249 www.ppwrentals.com
_______________3/9

Reliable,

Ene~getic

entertainers need-

ed. The School House Gentleman's
of

2937.

~

V20
Bartending! $250/day potential. No
experience necessary Tralnong cours·

W/0, D/W, central a1r. Close to campus.

es available. 80D-965-6520 ext 239

345-6967
_ _ _ _ _ __ 2110

3/9

345-9595 EIUStudentRentals.com

Beautiful! and 2 bedroom penthouse

For rent
1515 11th 3 bedroom for 3$250 each.

rooms, 2 sets of WID. detached garage

INEXPENSIVE $285/MO /person! ALL

for storage/parties. $300.00 each no

Available Fall2012. Newly remodeled

Awesome locating 4 bedroom 2 bath

LARGE RMS: S BDRMS, KIT, LR. ~EW

4,5 bedroom houses on 12th Street.

Huge bedrooms, walk-in closets, cen-

fully furnished Grant View Apartments

CARPET, 1 BLOCKFRMCAMPUS, YARD,

pets please call 217 728 7426.
_______________ 2/29

tral A/C, fitness center, sun-deck. too

$39S. (217)345·3353.

OFF-ST. PKG. 549-2528.
__________________ 2124

apts. Available for next school year.

2/16

2/23

3/9

much to list, non-smokers only 815·

2/16

NICE 2 BR APTS 2001 S 12th ST & 1305
18th ST Stove, Frig, microwave Trash

Walk to campus. A/C, WID, D/W 217549-9348
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3/9

1521 11th 3 bedroom for 3 $225 each.

600-3129 (leave message).

VILLAGE RENTALS 2012-2013. 3 & 4 BR

Aug 2012. 1,3.4 bedroom apartments

pd. Ph 217-348-7746

Awesome large 1 bedroom apart-

Call 549-7031.

------------------VlO
4 bedroom home available fall 2012.

houses w/ washers & dryers 1 & 2 BR

1812 9th; 1205/1207 Grant 3 bedroom

www.CharlestoniLApts.com

ments close to campus. PET FRIENDLY.

apartments w/ water & trash pu Includ-

Apartments. 348-<>673/549-40 11

Trash & yard service Included. No pets.

ed. Close to campus and pet friendly.

BATH APARTMENTS. 1026 EDGAR.

$250/person. (21n34s-S037.

2BR APTS, 955 4th ST Stove, frlg, microwave, dishwasher Garage Water &

2048
__________________ 3/30

$275/MONTH. 348-5032, 549-4074

www.chucktownrentals.com.

Call217-345-2516 for appt.
_______ 2/16

www.sammyrentals.com
_________ _ _ 2129
LARGE 3 BEDROOM FURNISHED

Trash pd. Ph 217-348·7746

Large 2 Bedroom apartments. Fully

1210 DiVISion 4 bedroom 2 bath. washer/dryer. Across from park. $250/per-

APARTMENT FOR 12-13 SCHOOL YEAR

www.CharlestoniLApts.com

furnished. Close to campus. PET

3 and 4 bedroom house for rent Fall

-------2110
6 bedroom, 2 bath home. 9th Street

JUST $175 PER STUDENT. CALL 345-

2012. New carpet and appliances. 2 full

close to campus. $250/person. Trash &

3664

-----------2129
DELUXE 1 BR APTS 117 W Polk & A ST
1306 & 1308 Arthur Ave Stove, frlg, mi-

(217)345-5037.

Very noce 2 bedroom house, close to

crowave Dishwasher, washer/dryer

4 bedroom house 1218 Division $260

campus. $640 per month 34S-3232

Trash pd. Ph 217·348·7746

each next to dty park. 3 or 4 bedroom

Nice two bedroom house. Close to

www.chucktownrentals.com.
__________________ V10

·----~~---------2129
S175 per student for a 3 bedroom furnished apartment for 2012-2013

FRIENDLY 1st month free. Call or text
217-273-2048
________________ 3/30

school year, 10 month lease. Call 34S-

www.CharlestoniLApts.com

very nice 3 level townhouse Brittany

campus. Available Summer 2012. No

House for rent. 3 bedroom, 2 bath,

House for rent. 4th & Taylor. S bed-

deck. 2 blocks from campus. Trash In-

room, 2 full baths, 2 half baths. W/D,

3664
_______________2129

- 2129
YOU WANT TO LIVE HERE! 2BR/2BA

Ridge $300/$260. 2 bedroom fur-

Pets. 217-7214203
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 216

cluded. SBOO/month. 348-8286
__________________2110

refrigerator, stove included. Rent

LEASING NOW FOR FALL2012l1,2.&3

Walk-in closets, WID, dishwasher, bal·

Including water/trash. (21 n$49-1957.

_ V3
3,2 BEDROOM HOUSES. 2 BEDROOM, 2

216

baths, dishwasher, WID. 2 blocks from
campus. 217-276-7003
- - - - _________ 216

Available In June. 4 bedroom, 2 bath-

son. Call Pud 276-8048
yard service oncluded. No pets. _ _ _..;._____...;.;._ _ _ 2116

room house. Excellent condition.

4 bedroom house. 2 blocks from cam-

Comes with 55 Inch LCD TV. Dlshwash·

pus on 7th. 217-728-B709.

er/Dryer. Excellent parking. Call Todd
at 217-840-6427

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - VlO
Renting NOWI1,2,&3 bedrooms, Park

2n

Ro. Close to campus!

WWW.EIPROPS.COM

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2n

www.trlcountymg.com. 348-1479
__________________ V10

JENSEN RENTALS 2 &3 BEDROOMS,

Starting Fall 2012. 3-6 bedroom hous-

LARGE, NICE, CLEAN JUST SECONDS

es. Large bedrooms. Off street park-

TOCLASSNOPETS.2 BD-1921 9TH B,

ong.

$3SO.OO, 2BD- 2007 1 tTH, $350.00, 2

(217)273-1395.
FOR FALl. 2012. VERY NICE 1,2,3,4,6,7,8

BATH-170312TH-3S0.00,3 BD-1709B

BEDROOM HOUSES, TOWNHOUSES

10TH- $350.00 217·345-6100

AND APARTMENTS. All EXCELLENT
LOCATIONS. FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALl. US AT217-493-7SS9 OR
www.myeiuhome.com.

BESTILOCALI.Y OWNED & MANAGED

2113

WWWJENSENRENTALS.COM 217 345-

2 bedroom apartments on 9th street-

6100.

across from campus. Call 549-1449
_________________ 2114

218

close to campus, lots of space, free tan·

3 bed, 2 bath house for 2012 2013.

SOME AMENITIES. CALl. TODAY FOR

nlng SO MUCH MOREl Call today 217·

WID, pets possible. Off street parking.

YOUR APARTMENT SHOWING 34S-

345·5515 melroseonfourth.com brook·

1710 11th Street. 273 2507.

S022. WWW.UNIQUE-PROPERTIES.NET

lynheightselu.com.

2/20

V29

VERY NICE 2 AND 3 BEDROOM 2 BATH

3 OR 4 BEDROOM, 2 BATH FURNISHED

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE FOR FALL

OR UNFURNiSHED RENT AS LOW AS

LOCATED RIGHT BEHIND MCHUGES.

$325.00 1140 EDGAR DR. 217-345-

VIEW PICTURES AT MYEIUHOME.COM

6100 WWWJBAPARTMENTS.COM.
_ _ 2115

OR CALL US AT 217-493-7559.

219

Housing Countdown 2012
4BR Bnck Ranch - 1 block to Lantz or McAfee or
Physical Science bldg.
38R apts. next to Arby's, Jerry's. Incl. w/d,
dishwasher, a/c, furnished.
2BR apts for 2 incl. cable, internet
1 person apts priced from $335 to $440. Many
w1th cable & rnternet rncl.

.Jim Wood , Realtor
1512 A Street. P.O. Box an
Charleston, IL 61920

- - 2129

Totally furnished call or text 217-273-

nished Apt at 1111 2nd St $275 each

r------.
O!Bm! W1!H

- - - - - - - - - - 4/30

I
I

I
I

!Dmm!
.. _______
..

ree Karaoke euery Thursday at 9 pm!
.58 Cent Drafts - $1 Kamikaze

Central AC. 10 month lease.

BATH- 2009 A 11TH- $390.00, 3 BD, 2

"JENSEN RENTALS" RENT FROM THE

cony, energy efficient, fully furnished,

2/20

..t>

7277th Street, Charleston, IL
(217) 345 - 2522

_ _ _ VlO

BD· 1812 lOTH 11· $390.00, 3 BD, 2

218

BEDROOMS AVAILABLE. GREAT LOCATIONS. REASONABLE RATES, AWE-

$350/month/person. 618-670-4442

Place, Royal Heights, Glenwood, Lynn

To view *PREMIER HOMES* Check out

WWWJENSENRENTALS.COM.

2116

2/29

ACROSS
I
6
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
25
26
27
31
32
33
34
35
37

Forc~fulness

Is a tru~ bel~er in
Moss source
Deposit remover?
Holder of legends
What you might reach for after hearing
•Don't go anywhere!•
Drug distributors?
Entertainment at a luau
look too closely
Preparatory time
Titled lady
By area, the thlrd·largest country In the
E.U.
Some attorneys' degs.
Money In Manila
Someon~ to hang with
Primitive coat
Show for which Jim Dale won the 1980
Tony for Best Actor in a Musical
Kind of compound In chemistry
Time in an airport
Heanng opening?

38
40
41
42
43
44
45
47
48

51
52
54
57
58
59
60
61
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
IS
22
23
s E R r
24
9 • • , 2~

landscaping plants
8ig to-do?
Shout with cupped hands. maybe
Untagged
"That's so sad!"
Foil part
Most chic
Auto loan fig.
Drug sold under the brand name
Retrovlr
Site of an 181Sescape
Almost catch
Shoots at
Coeur d'__, Idaho
Going around in circles?
Restricted parties
Alaska or Hawaii
Problems with an argument
DOWN
Some health warnings: Abbr.
Plentifully, in slang
Enmity
lnabox
Russian chemist woth a law of
th~rmodynamlcs named after hom
Saturated
Hogh boots for fishermen
One of Beethoven's bagatelles is
dedicated to her
laton 101 word
28
_-X (septoc treatment brand)
29
lmpertonent one
30
Arduous challenge
32
Annual: Abbr.
33
How Simon Cowell oft~n aitiques
Hearing responses
36
little starter
39
Spanish 101 verb
43
• Q<;J (fllhO,.., Award winner
44

.....~~ • • • • • 1"1'

-.4; • • • • ,

•••• ,",.

~"':i '.--:t

_...., ....

,I

PUZZLE BY MIK£ NOTHNAGEL

What luxury goods have
Nowh~re close
_-Hawley Taroff Act of 1930
Acadt!my h~ad
Cloud the judgment of
w1th alcohol
"Good Woll Hunting" director, 1997
Small bord
Bottom of a crankcase
Start of a presidential march

46 Prefix with chemical
48 Throw
49 Tubular pasta
so Edging
52 Humorist who wrote "Progress
might have been all right once, but
ot has gone on too long•
53 One of the Durbeyfields
55 Memphis-to-Nashville dir.
56 Expre.sses. informally

I''
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TENNIS

Panthers to take on
Salukis in showdown
Panth ers, Salukis
renew rivalry
Staff Report
The Eastern women's tennis team is
coming off a big win this pa~t Sunday
against the Dayton flyers as they be-.11
Dayton with a score of 6-1 .
On Saturday, the women's tennis
team is traveling to Danville as they
will be taking on the Southern Illinois Salukis. So far thh season, the
Panthers are 1-1 overall, but when
Lhe Panthers have been on rhe road
they are undefeated at 1-0. Saturday's
match will be the Saluki's first march
of the season.
Last year, the Panthers also traveled to Carbondale to take on the Salukis and they lost in a blow out with
a score of 1-6.
Only one player won her singles
match last year against rhe Salukis as
senior Annie Egan recorded the lone

win. Sophomore Janelle Prisner. junior Merritt Whitley, sophomore jennifer Kim, senior Shannon Broolu,
and senior Amanda Dibbs all lost
their singles matches.
Prisner lost both her matches last
year in two sets 5-7 and 1-6. Whitley also lost in two sets with scores of
3-6 and 1-6. Kim lost in two sets 3 6,
5-7, Brooks lost in two sets 1-6 and
2-6, but Dibbs lost in three sets with
scores of 6-2, 1-6, and 7-10.
So far this season five Panthers
own 1-1 marks in singles play heading into the meet against their instate rival SIU-Carbondale. The duo
of Janelle Prisner and Merritt Whidey
have posted a 2-0 record at the number one spot for doubles so far this
season.
The match against SIU Carbondale is scheduled for 1 p.m. on Saturday as the Panthers travel ro Danville.
'Iheir next march will be Feb. 11, as
they will travel ro Chicago to take on
Chicago State.

Rose scores 32 points,
Bulls beat Knicks 105-102
Derrick Rose scored 32 points to
ourduel fellow All-Star starter Carmelo Anthony, ;~nd the Chicago Bulls
beat the New York Knicks 105-102
Thursday night.
Rose bad 15 in the fourth quarter and repeatedly answered when the
Knicks rallied. With Chicago leading
88-83 midway through the final period, the reigning MVP scored on three
straight possessions. He split Anthony and Amare Stoudemire to Aip in
a shot from past the backboard, then
bit a 3-pointer to put the Bulls up 9588.
Stoudemire had 34 points and
11 rebounds but missed a 3-pointer
that would have tied the game with
10 seconds left. New York has lost
10 of 12 and now heads inro its first
back-to-back-to-back since 1999 with
coach Mike D'Antoni f;~cing more
quescions about hi~ job securiry. New
York must travel to Boston to play
Friday night before returning home
to face the Nets on Saturday.
Anthony had 26 points but just
4 in the fourth quarter and missed
a desperation 3 at the buzzer that
would have sent the game to overrime. Twice in the last 2 minutes wirh
the Knicks trailing by 3. he had his

shot blocked.
Landry Fields scored on a baseline drive wirb 23.4 seconds left to
pull the Knickswithin 1 at 101-100.
New York had no choice but to foul
Kyle Korver, a 74 percent free-throw
shooter, with 13.7 seconds to go. He
hit both.
w ·i th the Knicks trailing by 1 1 at
halftime, Anthony scored 12 in the
third. His driving bank shot with
44.1 seconds left in the period tied
the score for the first rime since late in
the first quarter.
But on the Bulls' next possession,
Jared Jeffries was called for a foul on
Ronnie Brewer. When Tyson C handler barked to the refs, he received a
technical. Korver hit that free throw,
and the Knicks never tied it again.
Despite shooting 56 percent in the
first half, the Bulls couldn't extend
their lead to more than 7 until the final 2 minutes.
Trailing 44-40, the Knicks committed five turnovers in the last 3~
minutes of the half, including one immediately after a timeout with 1:36
left. Joakim Noah had two dunks
and Brewer added a third as the Bulls
pulled ahead 55-42 with 25.8 seconds
remaining.then missed a layup after
an offensive rebound.

RUN, from page 8
Senior guard Jeremy Granger said
the slow pace of the game hurt the Panthers offensive attack.
Head coach Mike M iller said the
Panthers d id not shoot too poorly, but
there were just not that many shot~ in
the game overall.
" It's a grind o ur, low possession
game," Miller said. "Unfortunately, we
went through a stretch in the second
half where we had a couple turnovers
and (Eastern Kc;ntucky) made a couple shots and that probably cost us the
game."
Granger was the only Panther to
score in double-figures with 12 points
on 5-of-12 shooting.
The Colonel~ were led by Jones
with 12 points and DiNunno with 11

TRACK, from page 8
This will be the 25th year of the
Notre Dame Meyo Invite. At last
year':. compeuuon, Boer and redshirr senior Megan Gingerich each
set ~chool records and recorded several top ten finishes. Notre Dame
head coach Joe Piane said the meet
is always an exciting one.
"It's a very good meet for the

fans," he said, in a press relea~e.
"They will see some grt·at competitors no matter what event rhey
pick. We have Olympians competing and we have races with only Big
East runners in it. It should be an
extremely fun meet for the fans in
attendance."
The two day meet is scheduled

to begin at 4 p.m. Friday in South
Bend, Ind., with the women's long
jump being the first event.
The Panthers will be at Grand
Valley State on Feb. 10-11, following this event.
Dominic Renzetti can
be reached at 581· 7942
or dcrenzetci@eiu.edu.

GET READY, from page 8

STATE

By Associate d Press

DANNY DAMIANI I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Bridget Sanchez, a senior sprinter, runs in t he women's 400 meter dash during the John Craft Invite in the Lantz
fieldhouse Jan. 21.

points.
Miller said the team is disappointed
with the loss, but he thinks they gave a
good effort in the game.
"No matter the style of this game,
we told our guys we had to fi nd a way
to win," Miller said. "(Our team) tried
to do chat. They had a couple shots chat
didn't go and {Eastern Kentucky) got a
couple to go and that decided it...
The Panthers rerum to action Saturday against defending conference
champions Morehead State. Tip-off is
scheduled for 6 p.m. in Lantz Arena.

Rob Mortell can
be reached at 581·7944
or at rdmortell aciu.edu.

This year, Morehead State is
with out Chynna Bozeman, who
graduated last year and led the
team in scori ng.
However, one of t he differences in the game might be Eastern's
home crowd, Nixon said.
N1xon said the Lantz Arena at-

VILLA G

mosphere is "amaz.ing."
"Going into February game) il's
nice to play in Lan t7. and have :Ill
the support here," Nixon said.
Moreh ead State is on a fourgame losi ng streak, heading in to
Saturday's game. Eastern has won
11 straigh t games.
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Tip off is set for 4 p.m. in Lanrz
Arena.

Alex McNamee can
be reached at 581-79-42
or admcnameefi.i·eiu.ectu.

MEN ' S BASKETBALL

TRACK

Second half-run gives
Eastern Kentucky victory

Track team
heads to
Notre Dame

Losing streak
extends to 7

Records fell
at last year's event
By Dominic Renzetti

Sports Editor
By Rob Mortell

Staff Report
A critical 1 l'-0 Eastern Kentucky
run in a Low scoring game with Eastem's men's basketball team was all the
Colonels needed for a 47-43 victory
over the Panthers on Thursday.
Lantz Arena did not have much ro
cheer about, except its team was in
the lead at halftime 18-16. Although
the game was not a fan's dream, or
even a player's, for that matter, the
reams battled in a close Ohio Valley
Conference game.
The Panthers went on a I 0-4 run
to open the second half and led 2820 with 15 minutes left in the game.
The game would go back and forth
for the next few minutes with Eastern maintaining control of the scoreboard.
Down 33-27 Eastern Kentucky
guard Mike DiNunno hit a jumper
that catapulted the Colonels run. After a three-point shor by guard Joshua Jones, the guard cut to the basket and converted on rhe game's only
lead change. The run ended when an
alley-oop pass was dunked by Eastern's red-shin junior forward James
Hollowell. ·The score was 38-35 and
Eastern Kenrucky never looked back.
The Colonels slowed the pace of
the game down with a deliberate offensive attack and rhe use of multiple
zones on defense.
Eastern Kentucky held a 44-37
lead with a minute remaining in rhe
game and the Panthers did everything they could to come back, but
in the end the deficit was too large.
Eastern lost its seventh consecutive game 47-43 and falls to 9-13
overall and 2-8 in the OVC, while
Eastern Kenrucky improves to 6-5 in
conference play and 13-ll.

RUN, page 7

MIRANDA PLOSS

I THE

DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Men's basketball coach Mike Miller uses a timeout to go over a play with senior forward Zavier Sanders
Thursday during the Panthers' 47-43 Joss to Eastern Kentucky In Lantz Arena. The Panthers have lost seven
straight, taking a 9-13 record into their next game Saturday against Morehead State at 7 p.m. at home.

The Eastern men's and women's track and
field ream will head to the Notre Dame Meyo
Invite chis weekend in South Bend, Ind.
The Panthers are coming off another Indiana based competition, rhe Indiana Relays and Indiana University-Bloomington, in
which the rearr. saw red-shirt senior Zye Boey,
junior Erika Ramos and red-shirr junior Sean
Wiggan all take home flrsr place finishes.
Boey will enrer rhe weekend as rhe reigning
two-week Ohio Valley Conference Male Track
Athlere of the Week, as well as nationally
ranked in rhe men's 60-merer and 200-merer dash. Boey is No. 18 in the 60-merer dash
and No. 7 in rhe 200-merer dash.
Ramos and Wiggan are each coming off
weekends in which rhey both sec Easrern records in rheir respective events.
They will each try and duplicate rheir performances again this weekend.
Red-shirt sophomore pole vaulter Mick
Vi ken, who has fallen our of the top twenty five national rankings, will go up against
Notre Dame senior Kevin Schipper, who is
ranked No. 14 in the nation.
Since the first meet of the season, rhe Early Bird, which rhe Panthers hosted, Viken has
struggled to ger back to his recent success.
Viken jumped his season-best at the Early Bird, 17-feet, and has declined since. He
vaulted 16-feet, 7 .25-inches ar the following
week's John Craft lnvire, and rhen 15-feet,
11-inches at last week's Indiana Relays.
On rhe women's side, red-shirr sophomore
Jade Riebold remains nationally ranked, entering this weekend as the No. 25 pole vaulter in the country. Riebold has already broken
the Eastern record twice in her first year as a
Panther.
The Panthers' men's 400-meter dash runners will have their hands full with the host
Irish runners. Men's 400-meter dash runners Patrick Feeney and Chris Giesting are
each ranked No. 17 and 18 in the nation, respectively. Eastern 400-merer dash runners
include freshman Srefan Gorol, sophomore
Cody Boarman and red-shirr junior Joe Augustine.
TRACK, page 7

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Panthers get ready
for Morehead State
Two teams
meeting for first
time this season
By Alex McNamee

Staff Reporter
The Easrern women's basketball team is preparing for il)
matchup against Morehead State
on Saturday, and rhey arc trying
ro learn from rhe past.
The team came our against
Southeast Missouri Wednesday and didn't expect the effort

rhe Redhawks played with. The
Panthers won the game, bur are
focused on learning from char
game.
"You never feel bad winning,
but when its not rbe way you
want to win it can be discouraging," junior guard Ta'Kenya Nixon said.
Nixon said Thursday was an
intense practice for the team to
get ready for rhe game against
Morehead State.
The Panthers will be playing
Morehead Srare for rhe first rime
this season.
Nixon said the Panthers ex-

peer Morehead Scare m come our
in Lantz. Arena and play hard as
every ream does against the Panthers.
Morehead State is led in scoring by three players who are averaging double figures. Linda
Dixon leads the team averaging
15.3 points per game. Courtney
Lumpkin averages 14.7 points
per game, while Ashar Harris averages 11.7 points.
Nixon said the Panthers expect a different team then the
Morehead Stare reams of past
years.

GET READY, page 7

KIMBERLY FOSTER I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Junior forward Sydney Mitchell is fouled by Southeast Missouri senior guard Bianca Beck Wednesday during the Panthers' 74-48 home win against the Red hawks
in Lantz Arena. The Panthers are 10-0 on the season at home with an overall18-4
record.
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StuCients gear up for big game
By Jose Gonzalez

Verge Reporter
As the Super Bowl nears, srudents
are gathering their snacks and friends
together while rooring for rheir favorite teams.
Chris Wojtysiak, assistam director
oflbomas Hall Dining, said Thomas
Dining Hall will host the Super Bowl
parry for the first time.
He said it will be a good opportunity to put on a student friendly
event.
"Since we're open, we'll serve our
Super Bowl menu as well as late-night
pizza," Wojcysiak said. "We'll be able
to have the entire game on."
Wojtysiak said the menu will include a build-your-own nacho bar,
hot dogs, pizza slices, chips and dip, as
well as the sandwich line being open.
He said he expects a better tumour
since it wiiJ be in Thomas instead of
Taylor, where the party had been held
in previous years, because srudenrs
will be able to enjoy the entire game.
Srudents can also enjoy the game
by hosting their own gatherings.
George Jones, a sophomore geography major, said before anending
Eastern, for him, the Super Bowl was

more of a fumiJy tradition.
He said in years past, he would invite three or four tiiends over to watch
the game with him, and they would
order pizza.
He said he always felt like watching the game felt like an American tradition.
"'The Super Bowl is always fun. It's
one of America's values," Jones said.
"Everyone in the world comes togethcr."
Jones said this year, he is watching
the game at the Newman Cemer and
favors the New York Giants to win.
"I love their style:: of play. 'Ihey like
to get after the quarterback on defense," Jones said. ''I'm expecting a
dose game."
Brandal Miles, a junior kinesiology
major, said last year's Super Bowl was
especially important to him.
''I'm a Packers fan and everyone
else didn't want them to win," Miles
said
Miles said this year's game will not
be as special to him because Green
Bay is not in as the defending champions.
Before coming £O Eastern, M iles
said he would get together with his
F.unily and friends and cook food pri-

uper Bowl

BIG EATS

MILLION
pounds of
pretzels

How much is really consumed
on Super Bowl Sunday?

3.8

1.25

MILLION
po unds of
pop corn

BILLION
chicken
wings

INF OGRAPHIC BY COLLEE N HARRIGAN

or to the game. He said depending on
who hosrs rhe game, each year would
be different.
"We would switch things up every
year," Miles said
Miles said he and his F.uniJy would
cook things like nachos, salads, chicken and Chinese food
Kevin Pranevicius, a senior hisrory
major, said he gets together with his
friends, and to him, the Super Bowl is

a major deal.
He said he plans on watching the
pre-game coverage. He added that the
commercials every year are one of the
factors that kept him watching the

Bowl is always important to him every year.
"I make a big event out of it," Pranevicius said. "It's a holiday and a big
part of our lives."

game.
jose Gonzalez can

"It's always worth it," Pranevicius
said
Pranevicius said the right menu is
crucial on Super Bowl Sunday.
Overall, Pranevicius said the Super

be reached atSBl-2812

or jlgonzalez@eiu.etlu.

Essential Super Bowl snacks
No matter your allegiances there is on e thing all fans can
agree on: FOOD. Here are some Super Bowl favorites.
Tomatillo Guacamole
10 minutes 14 servings

· 2 avocados
· 4 tomatillos
· 1/2 cup of·
cilantro

· I /2 cup white onion
· 1 Jalapeno
· 1 tsp. salt

Boil 4 husked and nnsed tomatillos in a pot of water, 5 minutes. Puree 1/2 cup chopped cilantro, 1/2 cup chopped white onion,
1 chopped jalapeno and a splash
of the tomatillo cooking water in a
blender. Drain the romatillos, add
to the blender and pulse. Add 2
chopped avocados and 1 teaspoon
kosher salt and pulse. Season with
more salt to taste.

Potato skins
27 minutes

Mini crescent dogs
40 minutes 148 servings
· 2 cans (8 oz each)

rdrigcrated
crescent dinner
rolls

· 48 cocktailsize hot dogs

7-9 hours IS servings

· 8 potato skin halves
· 2 Thsp. butter, melted
· I cup shredded Cojack cheese
· I tonuto, seeded and chopped
· 1/2 cup sliced gr~n onions

· 2 lbs. boneless beef round steak
. l/2 tsp. salt
. l/4tsp.pepper

·Sour cream

Trim beef and cut into 1" pieces;
sprinkle with salt and pepper. In medium bowl, combine half of the coleslaw mix and barbecue sauce and mix
ro combine. Layer beef and coleslaw
mixture in crockpot. Cover crockpot
and cook on low for 7-9 hours until
beef is render. Stir well with fork so
beef F.ills apart. Serve the cooked mixture in crusty sandwich buns, topped
with the' uncooked coleslaw mix.

Place potato shells, skin side up,
on broiler pan and brush with melted butter. BroU 5" from hc:at for 4 to 5
minutes until crisp and golden. Turn
potatoes over and sprinkle cheese, tomato and green onions into the potato hollow. Return to oven and continue broiling about 1-2 minutes until
cheese is melted and poratoes are hot.
Serve hot with sour cream.

15 minutes 19 cups

· 9 cups crispy nee · 1 CUP. semi-sweet
cereal squares
chocolate chips
· 1/2 cup peanut
· 1 1/2 cups
butter

Heat oven to 375°F. Separate
dough into 16 triangles. Cut each triangle lengthwise into 3. Place sausage
on shortest side. Roll up each, starting at shortest side of triangle and rolling co opposite point; place point side
down on 2 ungreased cookie sheets.
Bake 12 co 15 minutes or until golden brown. Immediately remove from
cookie sheet. Serve warm.

BBQ beef sandwiches
IB servings

Puppy Chow

· 3 cups purchased coleslaw mix, divided
• 3/4 cup barbecue Slluce

confectioners' sugar

In a saucepan over low heat, mdr
the chocolate; add peanut butter
and mix until smooth. Remove from
heat, add cereal and stir until coated. Pour powdered sugar into large
plastic bag, add coated cereal and
shake until well coated. Store in airtight container taste.

Cheesecake brownies
45

minutes 112 servings

I (19.8 ounce} package brownie mix
1 (8 ounce} package cream cheese
I egg
1/3 cup white sugar

Prepare the brownie mix as directed. Preheat oven to rem perature indicated on box. Grease a 9xl3 inch pan.
Spread the brownie batter evenly.. Using an electric mixer, beat together
the cream cheese, egg and sugar until smooth. Dollop the cream cheese
mixture on top of the brownie batter.
Swirl together using a knife or skewer.
Bake according to manufacrurer's
instructions. Brownies will be done
when a toothpick inserted comes out
dean. Cool in the pan, then cut into
bars and serve.

Here's a list our staff compiled of what we feel are the
top 10 football movies. What do you think of our list?
Let us know on our Facebook and Twitter pages!

n Rememner the TLtan~ b) North balla~ for~

sonq
3) The Blind st1de
tt) The fxpreu
5) friLJa~ N~ht L~hn
a) Brian' ~

7) A:n~ uLven sunda~
8) The 'Program
~) Rud~

10)

• JUn mined the wt:

we i\re ManhaU

waterDo~

28

I
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Making your Super
Bowl party a success

With Super Bowl XLVI upon us,
there are many things to rake away
from this festive weekend of football
frenzies. Some are good, and others
nor so much.

sion history: The Puppy Bowl. Aired
annually by rhe Animal Planer on
the day as the Super Bowl, the PupPY Bowl puts the most adorable animals on screen and lets them battle it
our ro see who can be the cutelit and
most cuddly.
The Puppy Bowl is one of chose
Lhings chat you find yourself tuning
into by accident, but end up watching
for hours. Truly a great part of a special weekend.

The Good

The Bad

na.

One of the good parts about Super
Bowl XLVI is that we won't be forced
to listen to the awfUl, monotone voice
of Joe Buck. You can breathe easy,
America. You won't have to listen co
Joe Buck do his signature snore-fest
announcing during this year's game.
I can vividly remember the last New
England Patriots vs. New York Giants Super Bowl match-up when David Tyree made perhaps the greatest
catch in the history of Super Bowls
and Buck narrated the spectacle as if
he were giving his best Ben Stein impression. So enjoy listening to Al Michaels and Cris Collinsworth this year,
because Buck and his trusty pal Troy
Aikman will be back in two years for
Super Bowl XLVIII.
Another good thing about Super
Bowl weekend is that those who may
not be as sports inclined can still enjoy
one of the greatest pre-shows in tdevi-

Things aren't all puppies and sunshine with the Super Bowl this year,
though. For starters, the Super Bowl
is being hdd in one of the worst cities in the countty, Indianapolis. When
you think Super Bow{, you think party. When you think Indianapolis, you
think boring. A boring city in an even
more boring state, Indiana. An overall
unimpressive city with an unimpressive skyline, without any diversity, culture or nightlife.
If you want to experience what terrible feels like, move to Indianapolis,
or as I like to call it, "The Nap Town"
or "Indy-no-place". The only thing
Indianapolis had going for it was the
Colts, and if you watched any of the
last football season, you know how
that turned out. The Colts were finally exposed as a literal one-dimension
team as Peyton Manning sat on the
sidelines all season and sulked about

Just like when I think "Super
Bowl," I think "Indianapolis," when I
think "football," 1 think "Madonna."
There was more sarcasm in that last
sentence than there are Uggs in Tom
Brady's closer.
The last thing the Super Bowl
needs is another old hag trying to
hang on to whatever last shred of
fame she has left. Statistics will show
that this year's Super Bowl halftime
show will have the most viewer bathroom breaks in history, while thos.e
who did stick around to watch experienced ear trauma and eye irritation.
Madonna is a walking wardrobe
malfunction, and we can only pray
there isn't a Janet Jackson-esque wardrobe malfunction.

Dominic Renzetti
Sports Editor

not being able to do the only thing
he finds fun in a rown where literally nothing is fun. Have fun with Andrew Luck next year, Colts fans, and
enjoy another 2-14 season.

The Ugly
I know what you're thinking, "This
can't possibly get any worse." Believe
me, folks, it can and will at halftime
of the Super Bowl. Your Super Bowl
halftime show entertainment will be
provided by none other than Madon-

Dominic Renzetfi can be
reached at 581·7942 or
dcrenzetti@eiu..edu.
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Superbowl XLVI
Giants vs. Patriots

Buzzard Hall

Buzzard Hall

STAFF

Sara Hall
Verge Editor
Everyone loves a good Super
bowl get together. Whether your
team wins or loses, here are some
tips to keep your guests happy!

Overall, just make
sure your guests have a
good time. This is one
of the biggest nights of
the year not only
for sports, but for
television viewing as well. Keep
the event low key, and you're sure
to make it an enjoyable experience!

Create a party atmosphere. Decorate
your dorm or apartment with the colors of the team you
are rooting for. Have
guests wear their tean1's colors or
jerseys to create a fun, light-hearted, competitive vibes.

Aside from the
actual game itself,
the Super Bowl
food spread. Lay
out
finger-food
snacks for your
guests, including a
veggie tray, wings,
meatballs, chips and
dips. If you have time to cook, keep
it simple. Stick to quick, easy recipes
that keep your stress low and your
guests satisfied. If you're having a lot
of guests, you can organize a potluck dinner, which will give your
guests a more diverse menu.

If you're of
age, stock up
on beers for
your
guests.
If your party
is more than
a few friends,
make sure they
BYOB so the supply doesn't run dry.
Also keep plenty of soda and water
on hand for those who don't drink or
are just pacing themselves.
So there you have it. It is simple,
food and beverages tend to please.
So, keep the finger food close and
your beer or soda cold.
Sara Hall can IJe reached at
581 -2812 or smhaH3@eiu.edu..
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5:30p.m.
Watch it on NBC

Verge Ed ito~ I Sara Hall
Designer I Colleen Harrigan
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Faulty stars create
incredible story
By Ashley Holstrom
Verge Columnist

John Green's latest book, "The
Faulr in Our Stars,'' is his best. Don't
believe me? You probably haven't read
it. And you ~hould probably go check
ouc Tht NfW York 'limn BestseUer List
or some more prestigious book re~
viewers.
The story is es.~ntialJy about teenagers with cancer. Deprosing. right?
You probably don't want to tOrture
yourself with reading it, because you
know you'll cry at least once. Read it
anyway.
It's a beautiful story about the
struggle ro survive, or simply deal
with, a terminal illness while still being young. wild and free.
The narrator, 16-year-old, oxygen
tank-carrying Hazel, is dragged co a
cancer support group every week by
her parents, who hope she will not become a "homebody" and will instead
embrace the short life she has. She
hates going, unril she meets the gorgeous am puree, Augustus.
Cue immediate friendship, flirtation and young love.
Note: the narrator of this book is a
teenage girl. The author of this book
is a 30-year-old man. Keep this in
mind when the adolescent relationship is discussed. It adds a bit of humor, if you're into that sort of thing.
Anyway, the advenrwe of their love
and shortened lives is full of hilariry
and unccruinry, joy and agony.
They stalk an author who wrote a
book that speaks to their spirits. They
h~ him, thinking he holds thesecret to life and de:arh. While the rwo
have opposing views on the matter,
they both nt'rd to know what happens
after death. Not to the dead, but to

the ones ldt behind.
1h~o.-se arc th~o.· kinds of things these
characters think about. Deep. philosophical ideas that most teenager~
don't have to horner themselves with.
These characters know they are not
invincible.
Green is nocorious for making his
characters extravagantly intelligent,
spewing off profound statements like
it's their job. In this novel, it works.
Haz.c:l and Augustus have come terrifyingly close co death and deserve to
be profound.
Part of Augustus's introduction at
his first support group session is, ''I'm
on a roller coaster that only goes up,
my friend." What kind of teenager
says this, without a second thought?
Despite their cancerous wisdom.
they're still just teenagers. They do
stupid things, they go on adventures,
they have fun. They're lovable and real is tic characters.
One review I read said the ratio of
laughing to sobbing is about 1 to~ 1,
which I think is a perfect way to describe the book.
I finished reading about 30
hours after l found the Amazon box
propped against my door. It was a
struggle to have to put it down to
sleep. My immediate review of the
book was simply, "I have no wordsonly infinite tears."
It rook a while to process the nov·
el and figure out how to portray it in
a way that encourages people to read
it. Instead, I spent a few weeks trying
to get out of writing this review, because I feel like nothing I say can do
the book any justice. Just read it.
Ashley Holstrom catJ be reached
ul581·2812 or
alholstrom'ti·eiu.(•du.

NOW LEASING!

YOUNGSTOWN APARTMENTS
Sign a lease by
March 2, 2012
to receive a
£BEE $25 gas card
AND $100off
your deposit/

Coles Gounty Shuttle
$4 Taxi call217-348-RIDE

743'\)

Marsha.'s$2 Bus £xtended to M-W by R.S.V.P.
(Thurs-Sat is still the same)
Group of 10 or more, call:
217-276-7223

'Born to Die' worth the listen ****~
Del Rey proves she's more than her SNL appearance

Sara Hall
Verge Editor

..

It was love at first lhten.
From the first time I had ever
heard Lana Del Rey, I couldn'r get
enough of her.
Over Christmas break, I spent
hours listening ro her single "Born
ro Die" on loop for more than an
hour, and many houn after that.
And as my iTunes play count of
the song continued to rise, so did
my anticipation for her debut album of the same name.
Bur my sentiment hasn't been
completely echoed by the rest of
the world; in fact, it's slowly moving towards the opposite.
It completely faz.es me, bur it
can't be ignored: a lot of people
just really hate Lana Del Rey.
And why? Well, for most people, it's her infamous Saturday
Night Live appearance.
She sang singles "Video Games"
and "Blue Jeans" with such a
pitchy, dull voice and ~tiff, uninspired stage presence that it was
almost painful, no, was painful
to watch. (I admittedly had to
change the channel at one point.)
As the increasingly negative
buz.z. around her began to swirl,
the media and general public built
Del Rey up ro completely unrealistic expectations.
But if everyone could set aside

their negative media-implemenred
misconstruction~ of Del Rey as a
singer and focus on what's the true
importance here: her music itself.
Have you listened to it?
It's soulful. It's heart wrenching. And it's extremely catchy.
But more than anything, cliche
aside, it is an experience.
The way Del Rey sings makes
listeners completely forget where
they are and sucks them in, a surefire sign of a great album.
With her transfixing voice and
real~to-life lyrics, she transports
you ro different places. She takes
you to the poppy. dreamy world of
New York, where she deems herself"Coney Island Queen."
She reminds you of specific
times and experiences. ""National Anthem," which is undoubtedly going to gain more traction
during the summer months, conveys to the listener the sunny day
of Fourth of July with lyrics like
"red, white, blues in the sky; summer's in the air and, baby, heaven's
in your eyes."
She reminds you of American ideals, with lyrics like "money is the anrhem," as well as dark
personal struggles like "he loves
me with every beat of his cocaine
heart."
Of course, the album isn't completely perfec£. Tracks "Lolita" and
"This Is What Makes Us Girls"
are undeveloped. They can become repetitive, with clunkier and
less insightful lyrics than the other tracks.
But overall, the album is solid.
One of the best tracks on the album, "Carmen," espec1ally stands

Yon
Look
Marvelous
Ila1r and Tanning Salon
NorthWEm Busin~ !>ark
,.-----~~669 Castle Dr.
IL
(217 ·34~179

out.

It's incredibly dark, not unexpected given Del Rey's previous
songs, bur done in a rruly poignant way.
Del Rey sings the song so beautifully that the listener is sucked in
and doesn't even realize Del Rey's
allusions to a girl with alcohol dependency and fending for herself
at the age of 17.
Instead, she draws listeners in
and inspires them to overcome
their own obstacles.
Although she says life "is tiring," she is able to counteract it
because her "mind's like a diamond."
This is exactly the overall feel
the album invokes in the listener,
and ultimately, are guiding words
for Del Rey herself.
Continuously hearing about her
mistakes, her flaws, from critics
and the media proves to be tiring,
but Del Rey can stiU shine.
Yes, she was once the poutylipped indie darling, only to
quickly transform to be our greatest disappointment.
But if everyone can instead stop
condemning her as America's musical outcast, she can still turn rhe
current situation around and advance in the music world.
This album is only a starting
point, and an impressionable one
at that.
Keep faith in Del Rey, and she'll
prove to everyone that she's more
than one minor setback and will
live on.
Surtl llull cun be reached at
581·:!812 or smhal/3-:f•eiu.edu.
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Mark Tyler to perform at Uptowner
By Sara Hall
Verge Editor
for Mark Tyler, being an artist is
nor restricted to one medium.
Tyler, a one-man band performing at Mac's Uptowner on Sa£Urday,
said he combines all of his talents,
including graphic arcisrry and musical abilities, ro provide audiences
with the best possible show.
"I just like to think of myself an
all-around arrist because I do all this
visual stuff with the music," he said.
Tyler said being able ro blend his
artisric abilities nor only provides
the audience with a better show, bur
also gives him greater satisfaCtion in
his performance.
"Being able ro combine all of my
interests one of rhe coolest rhings
for me ro do," he said. "To play my
music and geuing ro see my latest graphics in the background, ger
a pat on the back from rhem and
get feedback and learn for the next
time, that£ what I enjoy."
Tyler, who first began playing
guitar more than 15 years ago, said
he has played at the Uptowner in
the pasr.
However, because he lives in Peoria, he does not get to frequent the
vicinicy as often.
Tyler said when he does play at
the Uptowner, he always meers up
with friends he has met through his
performances there.
"I met all these people, and all
the locals pretty much have come
back and hung out," he said "That's
the main reason I make rhe rrip ro
come back. I want ro come back ro

SUBMITTED PHOTO

Mark Tyler will perform at Uptowner on Feb. 2, charge will be $2. The Concert starts at 10 p.m.

hang out with my friends and have

a good time."
Because he plays all of the musical pares in his performances, Tyler said performing can often be a
fun challenge that creates an original show.
"I use a computer and build up
songs through loops. I'll start our
playing guitar and singing come
back and play piano, and then add

these layers," he said. "I have everything hooked up working through a
workstation computer, and there's a
lor of rime to ger it right before you
ger out and play ir."
Tyler said he utilizes his own created visuals to add ro his performance.
"A big parr of my show is I have
psychedelic video graphic backgrounds," he said.

Tyler said his perfNmances encompass all styles of music, and he
varies the genres as he performs.
"I start out doing AC/DC and
Led Zeppelin," he said. "Then I do
rhe Grateful Dead and jam band
style. I do blues, rock and jam band,
too."
Tyler said although he may have
. key pieces in his repertoire, he likes
to make his shows sound different

each time.
"I love ro build up a big sound
and improvise over it," he said. "It's
always the same music recipe, bur 1
like to make it feel right and how I
like it."
For more information on Tyler,
visit www.marktylerjam.com.
Sara Hall can be reacl1ed ar
581-2812 or smhal/3@eiu.edu.

Youngest artist to display work at JAC
· "If I experience
something exciting,
I may use bright
colors; if it is something sad, I may use
darker colors."

By Ethan Stephenson
Verge Rt.>porter
At 11 r~'aCS old. many young aspiring artists would nor dream ofh:wing
their work displayed publicly.
HO\\<.!Hr, Olivia Standefer has already obtained rhis goal by becoming
the youngest arrisr ro display work
as Jackson Avenue Coffee's OAC)
featured arrisr of the monrh.
Standefer, of Marshall. Ill., will
display 25 original paintings for the
duration of the month of February.
Though young, Standefer said she
is no stranger to rhe act world. She
has participated in ac least a halfdozen group art s~owings, including
shows in Charleston and 1he FactoryAn Studios in Sullivan.
Standefer said, however, this will
be her firsr individual showcase, in
which she will be presenting what
she calls "splarrer paintings."
She said she began painting sunsets several years ago, but as her fatber, Jim Standefer, suggests, her
passion for pain ring came much
earlier.
"She has always loved colors," he
said.
Taking only rwo introductory art
lessons, Standefer said that she real-

Oli' ia Standefer. arttst featured
at .lack.'.\Oil Avenue Coff~c

and was encouraged by a former
tutor.
Standefer said for her medium,
she uses a plywood canvas and ordinary paint rhat can found ar any
Walmart or art supply store.
Like most artists, she said her
work is often inspired by her emotiona! state.
"If I experience something exciting, I may use bright colors; if it
is something sad, I may use darker
colors," she said.
Standefer said one of her influences is artist Jackson Pollack.
Recently, Standefer said her work
has been done on a much larger scaJe,
including a 4-by-7 foot painting that
she has just finished.
"I had to put a roller on a broomly-devolon~td tit!" >kill~•p )\or- <>wn:,·~· 'stitk·and·usi hous(} oaiR~,'! she. said.,
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George Lesica, a Charleston resident, does work on Feb. 1 at Jackson Avenue Coffee while the artwork of Oliva
Standefer is displayed on the walls. Standefer is the youngest artist to have her work displayed at JAC.

"It didn't take much rime, bur it was
a lor of fun."
Standefer explained mosr of her
work gets done at her grandparent's
house in Sullivan or at The Factory
Art Studio~.
An old facrory, she explained, offers
a nice place ro work on her art.

Dan Reible, owner of JAC, expressed his excitement for hosting the
anwork.
"We are really proud to have her
work here on display," he said.
Reiblc said in about a week after
Standefer's work goes on display, JAC
will be hosting an official showcase

opening of her work.
He said further details about the
opening will be announced at a later
date and will be displayed at JAC.
F.tlran Stephenson can ~
reached at 581-281:! or
crstetJIJensonc~ciu.edu.

